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Chemistry. -- "On tlte dijll3?'ent f01'ms and tmnsf01'mations of 
t/te bouncla1'y-curves in tlw case of partial miscibility of two 
liquicls." By J. J. VAN LAAR. (Communicated by Prof. H. W. 
BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM. 

(Communicated in the meeting of March 25, 1905). 

1. In a preceding communication 1) I showed, thatrwhen one of 
the two components of a binary mixture is anomalous, the T, a;

l'epresentation of the spinodal curve, and conseqnently also th at of 
the connodal CUl've, the so-called saturation- or bonndary-curve 
te = f( T), can assume different forms, w hich are indicated the1'e. It 
depends principally only on the value of the critical pl'esslwe of the 
normal component, with regard to that of the anomalohs component, 
which of the different torms may occur with a definite system of 
substances. 

An aftirmation of the theory, developed hy me, that is to say 
of the cases and transformations deduced by me from the general 
equations, is found in the circumstance, that these cases and trans
formations may be realised in quite tlte same SltCcession witlt one a1icl 
the sa/Jte substance, and this by external jJ1'essu1'e. In' tile same way 
as with different nOl'mal substances as second component the form 
-drawn in fig. 7 l.c., presents itself at relatively low critical pl'essures 
(with l'egm'd to that of the anomalom, component), and that of fig. 2 
l.c. at relatively Mgh critical pressUl'es - the form of fig. 7 may be 
realised at relatively low extel'l1al pressure, and that of fig. 2 at 
relatively ldgh external pressure, whereas at intermediate pressUl'es 
all tile transitional cases again wil! return in just the same succession. 

2. For that purpose we but have to look at the iJ, T-diagram 
of the critical curve for ethane and methylalcohol, as projected 
by KUENEN~) in consequence of his experimental determinations (com
pare fig. 1). We see, namely, immediately from the form of the curve, 
departing ti'om C~ (the higher critical temperature, that of CH.OH), 
whieh indicates the pressures, at which for different tempel'atures 
the two coexistent phases eoincide, and above which we haye 
consequently perfect homogeneity, that according to the valne of the 
pressure one critical point a may occur (at t11e pressUl'es 1 and 2), 
two viz. a and IJ, c (at 3), tlu'ee, viz. a, band c (at 4), again two, that 
is to say (a, b) and c (at 5), and finally again one, viz. c (at 6). (also 
compal'e fig. 2). 

1) These Proc"edings of 28 Jan. 1905. 
2) Phil. Mag. (6) 6, 637-653, specially p. 641 (1903). 
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All this is l'enc1ered &till more con&picuous, when we project a 
sjJrtce-representation, in connexion with fig. 1 anel of some successive 
1J, x-sections. In fig.1 DI anel D 2 represent the vapourpressure
cnrves of the two components; b.A[ is the threephasepl'esSure,cllne, 
which terminates nbruptIy in 111, where the gaReous phase 3 coin
cid es with the liquid phase 1 (w hich consists for the greater part 
of othane), beCa\lSe it meets there the critical CUl've Cl C2 , that is 
to saJ' the curve of the pIaitpoints P. BeyOlld J1I th ere is coexi
stence onIy between t11e jluid phase 3,1 anel the phase 2, which 
consists principally of alcohol. It is the equilibrium between these 
latter phases, of which in fig. 2 the T, iV-l'epl'esentation is projected 
at elifferent pressures. (The dottcd houndary-curve 0 cOl'l'esponds with a 
pressure infel'Ïor to the critical pressure of the seconcl component, and 
superior to that of the first ol1e). The T, x-represenüLtion of fig. 3 
cOl'responc1s, at the (variabie) threephase-pressure, with the threephase
eqllilibrium unto jH. In fig. 4 thc indicated space-repl'esentation is 
drMl\1n, which wiJl be dem' now without the least difficulty I). For 
the different higher pl'essures the corresponding T, x-sections are 
drawn in that representation. 

Rema1'7c. From C
2 

(see fig. 1) to the maximum at 126°, where 
a and b coincide, and a1so fl'Om the minimum at 26°, where band 
c coincide, to the Iowest temperatures, increase of pressure will 
Zowel' the critica1 (emperatnre . Q, alld these critical points will be 
up pel' critical points in the T, x-sections at constant pressUl'e (see 
fig. 2). On the other hand, f1'om the maximum at 1260 to the 
minimum at 26 J increase of pl'essure wi11 mise the critical tempe
mtme, and (he designed critical points will be ZOlO81 , critica,} points. 

That incl'ease of pressure favotl?'s the mixing, as is clear from 
fig.land from the p, a:-representations - as weU in the case of 
au upper critical point, as of that of alowel' one - is also in 
agreement with the T, iV-l'epresentation of fig. 2. For in the case of 
an ~t}Jpel' critieal point (&ee a1so fig. 5) a point .A, situatecl witldn 
the boundnry-cllrve will come - when the pressure is increased, by 

dT 
which T o will be removecl to the 10wer point TI (fol' - is negative, as 

dp 
we saw above) - withotä the new boundal'y-cnrve. And the same 

dT 
wiJl be obviously the case fol' a lower critical point, where -

dp 
is positive. 

1) This space·repl'csentalion (without the T, x-sections) has been aJready pro
j('('ted indepcllrlently hy l\k BÜClINDR; bnt is not insel'tcd in his communication. 
(These Pl'oceedillgs uf ~8 Jan. 1905). 

44'" 
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To the considel'ed type also beIollgs 80 2 + H
2
0, 02HO + H

2
0, 

and equally etl~e1' and water. This Jatter mixture only with this diffe
rence, that the composition of the vapour-phase is here continually 
between that of the two liquid phases (see fig. 3a). KUENEN 1) found, 
that at 201 0 the vapour-phase Coillcides with that liquid phase, which 
cOllsists for the gl'eater part of ether. The threephase-pressure is thell 
52 atm. (At Cl we have Tl = 195°, Pl = 38 atm.). " 

The p, x-diagrams would now show a maxirnurn-vapourpl'essure, 
if the two Iiquid phases 1 and 2 could become idelltical. In 
connexion with tbis the threephase-pressure will be highe?' (here only 
some mM) than the vapourpressu1'es of each of the components, and 
it follows immediately from fig. 1, that the critical cnrve Cl C2 , or 
rather Cl~M, will at first run back from Cl> that is to say will present 
a minirnum critical temperature. In the case of 02Ha + OHaOH, where 
the composition of the vapour-phase is without that of the liquid 
layers, tlle thl'eephase-pressure wiJl always be between the vapour
pressUl'es of the components. 

3. Now, as to the representation of the so-called transvel'sal- and 
longitndinal plait on the tl,-su1'face at different temperatul'es (in its 
projection on the v, ,x-&urface) in the case of O2 lIo + OHsOH, it will 
be obvious, that the critical point Q, considered above, of the longi
tudinal plait always lies at the side of the small volumes. For 
increase of pressure finally favours (see above) the mixing. 

The successive transformations of the transversal- and of the longi
tudinal plaits are further represented schernatically, in agreement with 
the p, .v-sections, in fig. 6. The longitudinal plait, occllrring here, 
is regarded by VAN DER WAALS 2) - and this equally in the case to 
be considered presently - as a tmnsformed transversal plait. Many 
questions ho wever, <,onnected with these plaits, lose - as has been 
l'emal'ked all'eady by VAN DER WAAI,S 3) - muc11 of their weight, and 
become of seconda1'y interest, a& soon as we succeed in connecting 1./)itl~ 
other propel'ties of the components of the mixture the of ten so eom
plicated transformations, whieh may oeeur at the different plaits. 
And to do this an attempt is made in my preceding communicatioll. 
There I showed, that t11e ordinary theory of the association is capable 
of representing the different possible forms of the bounelltl'y-curves quali
tatively, anel in many cases even quantitatively. 

4. We will now consider the second of the three principal types, 

1) Z. f. Ph. eh. 28, 342-365, specially p. 352 (Hl99). 
~) These Proeeedings 7, p. 467 (1899). 
S) Id. 25 Oet. 1902, p. 399. 
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indicatcd in a recent communication of BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM and 
BUCHNER 1), the Ji1"st of which is amply considered above. 

Fig. 7 gives the p,T-representation of it; fig. 8 the T, x-diagram 
of some sections at constant pressure (the dotted boundary-curves are 
relative to pressures between that of jJ{" and C,' and to that below M'). 

The series of p,x-dmgrams, and also the space-representation (also 
projected already by BucHNER) are omitted here. We find that case 
with mixtUl'es of ethane and ethyl-, pl'opyl-, isopropyl- and norm,al 
butylalcolwl, all examined by KUENEN 2): Also triethylamine + wate1', 
and some olher mixtures 3) with alowel' critical point (this lies at 
18°,3 0 in the last mentioned case) belong to that type. lndeed, it 
is obyions from fig. 8 and fi'om the p,ic-diagrams, that)}l' is at 
present alowel' critical point, contl'ary to M in fig. 1, which was an 
npper cri1Î1'al point. Fol', whereas in jJlI (fig. 1) the thl'eephase-pressure 
ends, this pl'essure commences in )}l'. Farther howevel', in Mil, the 
gaseous phase coincides again with the fh'st liquid phase (l'ich in ethane) 
(because the thl'cephasepressure-cul've M')}!" anew meets the critical 
curve Cl C2 ), aftel' which the further course is the same as with the 
preceding type. The T,x-representation with variabie threephase
pressul'e, that is to say between jJl' and },If' (fig. 9a), is in agreement 
with it. 

lt appeal's th at, as littIe as y\rith the preceding type, there exists 
here a pl'opel'ly-said uppel' critical point. Fo)' in both cases 1 and 3 
coincide, wh en tbe threephase-pl'essure comes to an end, and not 1 and 2 
(see fig. 3a and 9a). The vapour-phase becomes identical with the 
upper liquid layer and vanibhes, but thon there remain still two 
phases, the lower liquicl layer 2 and the Huid phase 1,3. These 
however always pass into each other with flll'thel' incl'ease of the 
temperatIlre, as is plainly indicated by the space-representations 
(see e. g. fig. 4), at the vapourpresslll'e-curve of the second component 
at :Va = X, = 1 (a]so compare t1le dottéd bOllndary-cllrves in fig. 2 
and 8). So, if we begin with a mixture of a definite composition, 
then with inc/'ease of ternpemture we come.linally beyond the bourdary
curve 1,3 at the moment, that the liquid layer 2 has entirely vanished. 
So we have demonstrated more exactly at the same time wh at I have 
said in my preceding commllnication, namely that the existence of 
alowel' critical point involves necessarily that of a higher upper one. 
It is however not, as we have seen, a critical point proper. 

1) Id. 28 Jan. 1905, p. 531-537. 
2) Z. f. Ph. eh. 28, p. 358-363 (1899). 
3) Among others P.-coJlidine, and the bases of the pyridine- and dhinoline-series 

with H20. 
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From the sel'Ïes of 1J, x-diagl'ams we mig'ht still see, th at the 
boundary-cul've of the two liquid phases with the plaitpoint Q below 
the tempel'atul'e, whel'c 1 and 2 coincide (in JI'), does not come 
wit/tin the bOllndal'y-cul've vapoul'-liquid, as KUENJtlN 1) thil1ks, but bas 
entil'ely vanished. In fact, there is no reason to suppose, th at in Jf' 
clecrease of pl'essure shon1d cu,use again permanent sepm'ation (if 
th aL state were l'ealisab1e), as appal'ently KUENEN thought that he had 
"uncloubtedly" io expect with mixtures of triethylamine and water 2). 
What he has obsel'\'ed in anothel' case with propane and methy1alcohoP), 
must be ascl'ibed in my opinion to this, that the expansion just above 
the (npper) critical point has caused the tempel'atnl'e to fall a 1itt1e, 
so thu,t he came on Ihe (metastabIe) part of the two liquid curves, 
which lies below the thl'eephase-pl'essul'e. But when the cusp was 
reached, the metastable equilibrium became immediate1y stabie, and 
by fUl'thel' expansion homogeneous liqnic1 and Yapoul' l'eappeal'ed. 

Because incl'ease of pl'essure in tbis cu,se too favoUl's the mixing, as 
appeal'E: fi'om fig. 7 alld fl'om the IJ, a:-diagmms, the plait on the tf'
surf ace will have tUl'ned its plaitpoint Q a1so to the side of the smalt 
volumes. Fig. 10 gives a schematical l'epl'esentation of the successive 
tl'ansformaLiol1s of the two p1aits, or rathel' of the transversal pIait, 
for we can l'egard again with VAN DER W" AALS the Jongitudinal plait 
aó a transformed transvel'sa1 one. 

In fig. 7 we see, th at inC'l'ease of pressure mises the critical points 
Q, at least in the beginning, if the curve lJtI'C2 shou1d present 
a maximum; a,nd from the p, x-diagrauls, that these critical points 
will be again in that case Zowel' critical points, just as in fig. 1 between 
tbe minimum and the maximum in the curve of the critica1 points Q. 

Equally in (he case of the secOlld general type the threephase
pressure may be either between the vapourpressures of the two 
components, as in the case of U2Ho and the mentioned alcohols, in 
which case the compoóirion of t11e vap0lll'-phase will be not bet/()een 
th at of the liquids - Ol' may be ItzfflteJ' than that ofthe components. 
Then there is again a ma.vimum-vapoul'pressul'e aftel' the coinciding 
of the two liquid phases below the 10wer critica1 point, and the 
composition of the vapoul'phase is betweeh that of the liquid layers 4), 

1) Phil. Mag. 1. c. p. 645. 
2) Id. p. 652. 
3) Id. p. 646. 
~) Thal at the coinciding of the two liquid phases 1 and 2 in lil I the vapour

ph ase does not necess.l.rily coincide with 1 and 2, has been all'eady remarked by 
KUENEN, and still eadier lIas been deduced by me theorelically for an analogous case 
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(see fig. 96). It is al matter of course, that in fig. 7 the critiC<.'1.1 CU1've 
CIC~, Ol' rather CIM', again tUl'llS back in that case, consequently 
pl'esents a minimuln; equally the critical curve j}l'C~ will not 
seemingly cut Cl C. bet ween Cl and jJr[" in this ca5e, but remain on 
the Ieft of Cl' This case OCCUl'S e. g. with mixtures of water and 
triethylwnine, where in consequence of the almost complete unmis
cibility of the two components above the lower critical point the 
threephase-pl'essure will be but very UttIe smaller than the sum of 
the vapourpressures of the two components. So KUl!lNEN found, that 
at 93° C. the threephase-pressllre was 142,6 cm., whereas the \'apour
pl"essurcs of triethylamine and water were resp. nearly 86 c.m. and 
58,6 cm., consequently togelher 144,6 cm. 

5. It is worth remarking, that the region of the threephase
pressure continually shrinks the more we ascend to h~qher alcohols 
(KUENEN). In the case of C,Ha + CiH.OH the temperatm'es in 
.J.."1t1' and jf" were resp. 31°,9 (46 atm.) and 40°,7 (55 atm.); 
in that of C,Ha + OsHrOH these are 38°,7 and 41°,7; iu that of 
C,Ho + isopropylalcohol? and ± 44°; in that of n-butylalcohol 
38°,1 and 39°,8 (55 atm.). Finally with isoamylalcohol three phases 
were no longer realisabIe, so th at the critical points Q coincide 
there with the critical points P, one continuous critical curve being 
formed from Cl to C. (General type lIl). 

In agreement with this is the fact, that the anomaly of the 
alcohols decreases, as these are higher. In fact, we approach then 
more and more the case of mixtures of 1w1'mal substances, where 
onIy at vel'Y low tempel'atures (see m:r prece(ling commnnication) 
a formation of two liquid layers can present itself. KUENEN found 
indeed, th at C~Ha + ether mix in all proportions, whel'eas C~H6 + H~O 
again present a thl'eephase-equilibrium. 

The influence of the fact that the alcohol is higher is also sensible 
in the case of mixtures of CS~ and different alcohols. 80 we find for 
the upper critical points of CS2 with CRaOH, C2H60H, CaH70H and 
C4HgOH sllccessively +40°,5 (ROTHl\IUND), -10°,6 (KUENEN) _52° (K.) 
and _80° (K.). 

Equally the influence of the hydrocarbon was examined by KUENEN. 

While, as we saw above, the separation between type land II in 
the case of C2Ho + different alcohols was between OHaOH and 

(equilibrium between two solid phases and one liquid phase). This will obviously 
also be the case with an upper critical point, as appeared r.·om the experiments 
of SCHREINEMAKERS with water and phenol. We will return to this question 
in § 8. I 
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02H60H, and that between II and UI between n-butyl- and isoamyl
alcohol, the sepal'ation between I and III in the case of CRsOR + 
different h~7(Jt>ocal'bons is lying now between 02Ra and 03HS' Propane 
and the following hydrocarbons + OHsOH belong consequently, just 
as O,Ha + isoamylalcohol, and the greatel' part of the mixtures with 
an upper critical point, examined by GUTHRIE, ALEXEJEW apd ROTI-IMUND, 
to the thil'd general type, which we will briefly consider now. 

6. The thi1yl general type is principally characterised by this, 
that the threephasepressure-cnrve meets no longer the critical curve 
Cl C2 , but has come to an end already before (fig. 11). This thil'd 
type may proceed either from the second type (see fig. 7), the 
threephasepl'essure-curve fil' fi1" shl'inking more and more, and 
finally \'anishing, as is the case with the transition from 02Ha+04HgOH 
to 02H4 + O.HllOH (see above) - Ol' from the first type, when b.ffl 
ends already befol'e Cl C2 • In the first case (e.g. With,02RS+06RUOR, 
02HS + ether) there exists no threephase-equilibrium at all - or it 
should be at very low tempel'atures, which even may be expected 
according to the theory (see my preceding communicl1tion), so that 
the question at'ises, whether also in the case of fig. 7 there exists 
at low temperatures a new threephasepl'essul'e-curve, and we will 
return to that question at the end of this communicaiion - in the 
second case there exists a thl'eephase-pl'essure from the beginning, 
which vanishes at a definite temperature (~tppe7' critical point). To 
this latter case belong the mixtures of ORsOR with OaRs, etc., 
H20 + 002, CS2 + different alcohols (KUENEN), and also the gl'eatel' 
part of the mixtures fOl'merly examined (see above). 

But in the case of this thil'd type there exists still another diffe
l'ence. Firstly the threephasepressure-cUl've again may lie either 
bet ween or without tbe vapourpl'essure-cul'ves of the two components, 
with all the consequences, connected with it in the p, x-diagrams, 
etc. (see above). As to the mixtures of ORaOR with 03HS' OGRl2' 
06H14l with all these is found (KUENEN, 1. c.), that the thl'eephase
pressure is higher than the vapourpressures of the hydl'ocarbons, con
trary to 02RS + CHzOH, which belongs to type I, where the three
phasepressure is lower than th at the vapourpressure of 02Hs. Equally 
with phenol and water (SCHREINEMAKERS, v. D. Llm), R20 + OS2 
(REGNAULT) - where, according to the exceedingly small miscibility, 
the threephase-pressure is again a littJe smaller than the sum of the 
vapourpl'essul'es of the components - H20 + Br2 (BAKHUIS ROnZlmOOl\I), 
R20 + isobutylaJcohol (KONOWAWW), OS2 + OHaOH and 02R.OH 
(KUENEN), R20 + aniline (KUl<lNmN), etc. we find eVCl'ywhere tbc th ree .. 
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phase-pl'essure higher than the vapourpressul'es of each of the com
ponents. Only of H20 + S02 (BAKHUIS ROOZEBOOM), and of some 
systems more (S + Xylol and 'l'oluol, 002 + H20) we know wUh 
certainty, that the threephase-pl'esslll'e is between the vapourpressUl'es 
of the two components. 

There exists, howevel', still another, important difference. Wheras in 
the case of type I (fig. 1) the critical curve Q02 presents alternately 

dl' dl' 
positive and negative -, and in that of type IJ (fig. 7) - is of 

dp dp 
course positive in the beginning' in J.H' (indeed, the point Q just 
appears in J.llI) - in the case of type UI tbe initial course of M Q may 
be as weIl to the left as to the right. 

dl' 
Is tllis course to the left, tb at is to say is - negative, then -

dp 
just as in fig. 1 bet\veen C. and the maximum and between tbe 
minimum and the lowest temperatures - increase of pressure will 
lowel' again· tbe cl'Itical temperaiure in the case of these upper critical 
points, ünd the plait 011 tbe t,'-surface in its v, x-projection will again luwe 
turned tbe plaitpoint Q to the side of tbe small volumes. (This is 
equally the case with 02R6 + isoamylalcohol, where no threephase
equilibrium could be stated, but wbere the plaitpoint Q, which has 
become here identical with P, has remoyed strongly to the x-axis, 
j ust as in the case of mixtures of 02Ha and the lowel' alcohols). We 
find this e. g. with OaRs + OHaOH. 

But when the initial course of lrIQ is to the right, as in the case 
of OsHu + OHaOH, OaH14 + URaOH, and of phenol and water, thon 
increase of pressure will mise the point Q, and tbe mentioned plait 
wiJl now have tlll'ned the plaitpoint Q for the first time to the side 
of the largel volumes. 

The question, whether the longitudinal plait, as in the case ofphenol 
and water, wiII present still a second plaitpoint at very small volumes, 
consequently at very high pressures -- in other termA, whether the 
coexistent liquid phases, aftel' diverging initially, wil! reapproach 
aftenvards in composition, has not yet been answered theoretically 
with certainty. It ho wever appears to me, that where in the 
case of CaHs + UHaOH the plait has turned the plaitpoint Q to 
the side of the small volumes, whereas 0 6 Hl 2 and OoHl4' equally 
with OHIOH, have turned this point to the side of the lm'fJe 
volumes, there must exist a continuous transition between the two 
kinds of longitudinal plaits, and that also the latter (as long as it 
has not yet detached itself from the liquid curve of the transversal 
plait, that is to say below the uppel' critical point) must be regarded 
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as an appendix of the transversal plait. Only when the 101lg'itudinul 
plait has detached itself entirely from the liquid curve of the trans
verRal pIait aboye the critical temperature of mixing, it can be 
regarded in my opinion as a sepal'ctte pIait by the side of lhe 
transversalone. This is in fuH agreement which what we find e. g. 
fol' the boundary-ctU'ves in the T,.v-l'epresentation (see Jig. 2). 

As long as the two parts of the boulldary-cul've, for instance N°. 2, 
are not yet sepal'atec1, we can hardly speak of two bounc1ary-curves : 
it remains one cOlltinuous boundary-cUl've; only beyond the transitional 
case N°. 3, e. g. N°. 4, we have a right to speak of two isolated 
boundary-curves. -

As to the values of the different critical temperatures, we still 
mention, that with CaRs + CRaOR the npper critical point was 
found at 21 1 C., with CJIB + id. at 19°,5, and with COH14 + id. 
at circa 40? With COR14 + C2HóOH the lattel' tempel'atul'e immediately 
falis down to - 65°. ' 

7. Resuming all that precec1es, we have the following summal'y. 
(Pa designs the thl'eephase-preSSllre, Pi and ])2 thc VapOlll'-pleSSUl'e& 
of the two componenls). 

Type I 
(fig. 1). 

Type II 
(fig. 7). 

C2 Ho + CHaOH 

]Ja between Pi and P2 C.Ro + R 20 
802 + H20 

]Ja> Pi and P2 

Triethylamine + R 20 

b t d I co, + H20 
Ps e ween Pi an 11

2 8 XI' T 1 + Y Ol, oluo 

I CaHs + CRsOH (dp/dT_) 
Type III ~ 

(fig.11). <, 

lp, > p, and p, 
CóHu and COR14 + id. (dp/dT +J 
OoHu + C.HóOH 
H.O + Phenol (dp / dT +) 
H.O + Aniline; id + isobutylalcohol. 

, , 
\ 

BI'. -+ H20 ; C82 + H.O, CRaOR, C.HóOH, 
CaH70H, C4 HgOH. 
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8. We saw above, that when the composition of the vapour-phase 
is between that of the two liquids - which is the case, when the 
threephase-pressure is highm' than the VapOlll'preSSul'es of each of the 
components - ihere must be a maximwn-vapourpressure af ter the 
coinciding of the liquid phases 1 and 2. That maximum may however 
still be present befare the coinciding of these liquid phases, which 
is connected with the fact, that this maximum, which appeal'edorigi
nally at lower temperatul'es as a minimum (see fig. 12) in the meta
stable region, has become gradually a maxuuum, and has moved 
outwards before the coinciding of 1 and 2. 'fhe vapoul'-phase 3, 
which was lying at 10wel' temperatm'es a1ways bet ween 1 and 2, 
a& to lis composition, l'emains not necessal'ily between these tilt the 
moment of coinclding of 1 and 2, as was thought formerly, but 
may have come olltwards long before (see a1so fig.9b). It wOllld be 
very accidental on the contral'Y, when 3 coincided in the same time 
as :I and 2 to one phase. In the case ofphenol and water SCHREINEMAKERS 
hai:i in fact shown experimentally ibIS moving outwards 1). 

In wimt manner tbe moving outwards takes p1ace, !las first been 
cleal'ly shown and consldered quantItatlvely by me~) in a series 
of fignres, and this in tbe case of coeXlstence of two solid solutions 
and one liquid phase, whereas we have here - what of course is 
quite the same 8) - the coexistence of two liquid and one gaseous 
phase. The figures 9-14, drawn in the indicated communication 
(which refer to meltingcurves, and consequently are T,x-repl'e
sentations) are to he turned npside down, and the figs. 12, reproduced 
here, are obtained (fig. 12 of the mentioned communication is omitted). 
It will be remembel'ed, tha,t the case, which is rea1ised with respect to 
liquid-vapour with phenol and water, is realised with respect to solid
liquid with Ag NOB' + NaNOa (only the maximum of fig. 14b l.c. at 
D has been alL'eacly vanished there). 

Some months aftel' the pubhcation of my communication KUENEN 4) 
came independelltly of me a1so to entire1y the same view. Wbat 
is deSCl'lbed on the pages 47:1 and 472 of his communication, 
is quite ideniical with that, which I have described and represented 
on the pages 184-186 of the designed communication. 

Z. f. Ph. ah. 35, p. 462-470 (1900). 
2) K. A. v. W. 27 June 1903. 
S) The calculations were based on the equation of state of VAN DER WAALS, so 

that the resuIts of it are à. fortiori applicable in the case of two liquid phases 

and one gaseous phase. 

~) K. A. v. W. 31 Oct. 1903. 
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9. Now, that we have sufficiently characte~ised the th1'ee general types, 
and have brollght sOIIle harmony into the mll1tiphcitJ of the phenomena, 
the question arises, wherher there is a still farther synthesis, a still higher 
llnity. More than once the occasion presented itself In the treatment of 
the different general types to remark striking agreements and continuous 
tl'ansitions, of ten accompanied wIth gl'eat dlffe1'ences. Equally 1he 
fact, that with a higher alcohol or a higher hydl'ocarbon, suddenly a 
quite different type often appears, must certainly drawattention in 
a high degl'ee. All this induces us to look for the one fundamental 
type, of which the th1'ee types, t1'eated above, are special CH,ses. 

Also the analytical consideration of the question suggests that ldea 
to us. Indeed, the coexistence of two hquid phases and one gaseous 
phase, or of two liquid phases, or finally of one liquid phase and 
one gaseous phase, is determll1ed by one and the same equtl,tion of 
state, and it must consequently always be pos si bie to reduce all the 
different cases, which may occur to two fundamental proportions : 
that of the critical tempeJ'atw'es and that of the critical pl'essures of 
the two components - entirely III the same way as I have fOl'merly 
deduced all 1he different types in the case of mIxed crystals, where 
appeal' two solid phases by the side of one liql1id phase, ft'om two 
fundamental proportions : t11at of the meltingtemperatw'es and that 
of 1he latent heat,> of 1Ilelting of the two components. 

In a following conunul1lcation it will be shown theol'etically, that 
the three types may be ded uced from the ordinary equation of state 
of Prof. VAN D1R WAALS, even in the case of nOl'mal components. In 
connexion with this we must not fOl'get, that in the neighbol1rhood 
of the critical lJoints of each of the components the influence of 
anomaly vanishes neal'ly always. In the case of C

2
H6 + H20 for 

instance the water wiU be in the neighbourhood of 3650 U. all'eady 
normal long before, and III the neighbourhood of 32~ C. the -liqmd 
ph ase, which consists llearly entirely of ethane, will contain the water 
in sl.lch a dilute state, that this will be passed for the gl'eatel' part 
into the state of simple molecules. 

I Chemistry. - "An exact e:epression for the cow'se of t/ie spinodal 
curves anc! of theil' plaitpoints f01' all temperatw'es, in t!te 
case of 1nixtw'es of n07"rnal substances." By J. J. VAN LAAR. 

(Cornmunicated by Prof H. A. LORENTZ). 

(Communicated in the meeting of March 25, 1905.) 

1. It is well-known, that the points of the ~-surface, corresponding 
to points of the spinodal curve on the tp-surface, a.re given by the 
simple relation 
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